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Purpose: MR temperature monitoring of mild radiofrequency hyperthermia
(RF-HT) of cancer exploits the linear resonance frequency shift of water with
temperature. Motion-induced susceptibility distribution changes cause artifacts
that we correct here using the total field inversion (TFI) approach.
Methods: The performance of TFI was compared to two background field
removal (BFR) methods: Laplacian boundary value (LBV) and projection onto
dipole fields (PDF). Data sets with spatial susceptibility change and B0-drift were
simulated, phantom heating experiments were performed, four volunteer data
sets at thermoneutral conditions as well as data from one cervical cancer, two
sarcoma, and one seroma patients undergoing mild RF-HT were corrected using
the proposed methods.
Results: Simulations and phantom heating experiments revealed that using
BFR or TFI preserves temperature-induced phase change, while removing sus-
ceptibility artifacts and B0-drift. TFI resulted in the least cumulative error for all
four volunteers. Temperature probe information from four patient data sets were
best depicted by TFI-corrected data in terms of accuracy and precision. TFI also
performed best in case of the sarcoma treatment without temperature probe.
Conclusion: TFI outperforms previously suggested BFR methods in terms of
accuracy and robustness. While PDF consistently overestimates susceptibility
contribution, and LBV removes valuable pixel information, TFI is more robust
and leads to more accurate temperature estimations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mild hyperthermia (HT) treatment (40-44◦C) of various
cancer types has shown to sensitize tumors to radio- and
chemotherapy, thus increasing the survival rate.1 Regional
heating of tissue can be induced with radiofrequency (RF)
antennas that create a focus in the target area. This treat-
ment modality has become part of clinical practice for the
treatment of various cancer types, including the treatment
of sarcoma patients and patients with cervical cancer.2-4 To
prevent tissue damage by overheating, many procedures
rely on temperature probes that are placed intralumi-
nally or superficially onto the skin. Sometimes, a catheter
is inserted into the tumor. In addition to these limited
local temperature information, the only feedback origi-
nates from the patient’s complaint to feeling local heat.
MR temperature mapping can provide the required tis-
sue coverage to detect unwanted hot-spots, and to monitor
whether the desired thermal dose is applied to the tumor.

MR temperature monitoring of aqueous tissue exploits
the linear proton resonance frequency shift (PRFS) of
water with temperature, that can detect relative tempera-
ture changes with regards to a reference image.5-7 Using
PRFS of water can lead to accurate temperature readings
when other phase confounders are accounted for.8

The conductivity change of tissue with temperature
leads to different phase offsets at different time points
and thus to significant temperature estimation errors.9
This becomes especially important in the context of mild
regional heating as the heated volume is large and as a
high accuracy of temperature estimation is important for
the small temperature change. The double echo gradient
echo (DEGRE)9 scheme or a phase-cycled fast spin echo
(FSE) sequence10 can correct for the conductivity bias.

Spatiotemporal drift of the main magnetic field B0 as a
result of hardware heating and hardware instabilities may
be misinterpreted as temperature change if not corrected
for.11 The installation of additional reference tubes in the
scanned field of view (FOV) containing substances with
negligible PRFS with temperature, such as oil or silicone,
allows to detect the B0-drift in these areas.12 Signal outside
the heated area had been used as a reference as well.13 The
field drift is subsequently extrapolated onto the scanned
FOV and subtracted from the phase difference map. The
concept of B0-drift correction using magnetic field probes
was shown previously14 and applied more recently to eval-
uate the specific absorption rate using MR thermome-
try.15 However, this setup requires additional hardware.
Another approach suggested the acquisition of free induc-
tion decay (FID) signals across multiple channels and the
use of coil sensitivity profiles to generate B0-drift maps.16

Monitoring organs affected by periodic respiratory
motion requires a high temporal resolution and thus

oftentimes only allow for two-dimensional (2D) slice cov-
erage.17 Motion compensation techniques in the con-
text of tissue ablation and mild HT using MR-guided
high-intensity focused ultrasound (MRgHIFU) include the
multi-baseline approach, which acquires a dictionary of
images at different respiratory states that can be used as the
best matching reference.18-20 This addresses periodic tissue
displacement during ablation using MRgHIFU in abdomi-
nal organs21 as well as periodic B0-fluctuations during mild
HT using MRgHIFU in the head and neck region.22

Another approach used during MRgHIFU is referred
to as the “referenceless” approach.23 It uses the phase of
the current image outside the heated area as reference and
interpolates a smooth function for the phase distribution
into the heated area.24 It resolves both the motion problem
from reference images acquired at a different motion state
and B0-drift simultaneously, but only works if the heat-
ing is spatially confined, which is not the case during mild
regional RF-HT.

It has been shown previously, that respiratory-induced
B0-fluctuations are negligible during PRFS-based MR ther-
mometry of mild RF-HT in the pelvic region.25 The pre-
dominant artifact source here originates from dynamic
changes of susceptibility distribution leading to dipole
artifacts that propagate to neighboring tissues.26 Due
to intestinal motion, the paramagnetic gases and dia-
magnetic water tissue exchange position, and cause
large susceptibility distribution changes during treatment.
The observed field perturbation equals the susceptibility
change map convoluted with a dipole kernel. Further-
more, moving air bubbles inside a cooling water bolus
during MR temperature monitoring of thermal therapies
lead to strong susceptibility artifacts.25

Recently, it was proposed to correct for both the suscep-
tibility artifacts and the B0-drift up to a spatially first-order
phase distribution in PRFS-based MR thermometry by
solving the Laplacian boundary value problem (LBV)27

or by projection onto dipole fields (PDF).25,28 These two
methods are well known in the context of quantitative sus-
ceptibility mapping (QSM) for separating the foreground
from the background fields and were demonstrated to be
advantageous in comparison to other background field
removal (BFR) methods.29,30 PDF is formulated as an opti-
mization problem where the magnetic field inside the
foreground mask is minimized by placing origins of dipole
fields into a background mask. LBV solves the Laplace
operator at the interface between foreground and back-
ground under the assumption that the field contribu-
tions at this layer of pixels originate only from the back-
ground field. However, PDF is known to overestimate the
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background field, especially at air–tissue interfaces.29,31

The LBV-based BFR method removes at least one pixel
layer at the air–tissue border in order to calculate the
Laplace operator, resulting in a loss of valuable tempera-
ture information.

Total field inversion was introduced for QSM and
improves the quality of the QSM maps by incorporat-
ing background and local field estimation in one single
step.31-33 In this paper we applied TFI to DEGRE data
acquired during mild RF-HT to correct for motion-induced
susceptibility artifacts and resolve B0-drift. We show that
TFI can overcome the problem of PDF to overfit the back-
ground phase contribution as well as the problem of LBV
to erase one pixel layer.

2 METHODS

2.1 MR thermometry

The phase difference from DEGRE was extracted as given
in formula 1 in Reference 10. The resulting phase differ-
ence map to the reference time point was then unwrapped
using the unwrap_phase method of the scikit-image
python library (https://scikit-image.org/). The TFI and
the BFR were then applied to the unwrapped phase as
described in Reference 25. TFI and both BFR remove a
spatially linear and constant phase distribution. This ren-
dered the B0-drift correction using the signal from refer-
ence tubes obsolete. However, as we observed a spatially
constant temperature increase within the sarcoma and
seroma patient, and a spatially linear temperature increase
in the phantom experiment, we used the signal within
the reference tubes to discern temperature and B0-drift, as
shown in Supporting Information Figure S1 of Reference
25. A polynomial function of first order was fit over the
three-dimensional (3D) volume using the signal from all
four vials for that purpose. In the following, we used the
notation “B0-drift corrected” for this approach.

2.2 Total field inversion

The total field inversion method consists of minimizing the
following cost function:

y = arg min
y′

= ||W(f − d ∗ Py′)||1 + 𝜆||MG∇Py′||1, (1)

where || . ||1 is the 𝓁1-norm, W is the magnitude weight-
ing, f is the unwrapped phase, d is the dipole kernel, ∗
denotes a convolution, P is the preconditioner, 𝜆 is the reg-
ularization parameter, MG is the MEDI-like edge mask34

and ∇ is the gradient operation.35 The final QSM map was

computed as 𝜒 = Py. The estimated susceptibility distri-
bution 𝜒 was forward simulated to a phase map and
subsequently demodulated from the original phase map.
By design, the preconditioner P implicitly distinguishes
between regions of background and local susceptibility
sources.31 To distinguish between background and local
regions (region-of-interest [ROI]), a binary mask Mi per
time point was calculated based on the maximum inten-
sity projection (MIP) across echo times thresholded at 10%
of its maximum value. A foreground mask per time point
was subsequently defined where both the aforementioned
thresholded MIP and the MIP at the reference time point
had enough signal. For the LBV method three pixel layers
were eroded from the foreground mask to obtain robust
results through subjects and anatomies. Outside Mi, the
preconditioner was calculated as a continuous cubic decay
fitted to background susceptibility values obtained by the
PDF method28 as proposed in Reference 36. Inside Mi, the
preconditioner was set to 1. Consequently, the precondi-
tioner was automatically adapted to the ROI. To obtain
the edge mask MG, the Sobel filter in all three spatial
dimensions was applied on the MIP. The regularization
parameter 𝜆 was determined by a normalized root mean
square error (RMSE) analysis of the numerical simula-
tion (see below) and set to 1 for all datasets. For the
normalization the averaged Euclidean norm of the refer-
ence map was used. The processing was mainly performed
in Python 3.8 and CuPy 8.3.037 on a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti. Only for LBV the Matlab implementation
available from Cornell University (http://pre.weill.cornell.
edu/mri/pages/qsm.html) was used. The Matlab function
was called from Python using the Matlab Engine API for
Python.

2.3 Materials

The phantom heating experiment, the volunteer data
sets as well as the cervical cancer RF-HT treatment
were acquired on a 1.5T GE system (GE Discovery
MR450w) in combination with a BSD2000-3D Sigma Eye
MR-compatible RF applicator (PYREXAR Medical). The
RF applicator consisted of 24 dipole antennas arranged
in three rings of eight antennas. Water circulation was
not turned on during the phantom measurement nor the
volunteer study. Water was circulated during the patient
treatment, but stopped during MR measurements to avoid
flow artifacts as described in Reference 38. The sarcoma
patients were monitored in a 1.5T Philips system (Philips
Ingenia 1.5T) and treated using a Sigma Eye MR Uni-
versal, or the Sigma 30 MR (PYREXAR Medical) in case
of the single-leg treatment. RF-immune thermistors with
high-impedance carbon wires (“Bowman” temperature

https://scikit-image.org/
http://pre.weill.cornell.edu/mri/pages/qsm.html
http://pre.weill.cornell.edu/mri/pages/qsm.html
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probes39) with an accuracy of 0.1◦C were used to validate
MR thermometry data.

2.4 Simulations

The effect of motion-induced susceptibility changes on the
phase distribution by field disturbances were simulated
with a numerical water phantom. A spherical change of
susceptibility values from water to air was simulated in
the image center. This corresponds to a temporal field dif-
ference between an air-filled sphere at a reference time
point and a water-filled sphere at the current time point.
A FOV= 150 × 150 × 150 mm, an isotropic voxel size=
1 × 1 × 1 mm3 and a susceptibility of 9.44 ppm40 for air in
reference to water was used. A 3D temperature increase
following a Gaussian profile with a peak value of 10◦C and
a standard deviation of 5 voxels was added to the image.
Furthermore, a spatially variant 1st order phase was added
to imitate B0-drift.

2.5 Phantom measurements

A 2D multislice DEGRE with slice-interleaved acquisi-
tion scheme was used to monitor temperature. Using
the phase signal at both TEs compensated for conductiv-
ity change-induced phase offsets9 (TR= 620 ms, 25 slices,
total scan time= 83 s, TE1 = 4.8 ms, TE2 = 19.1 ms, matrix
size= 128 × 128, FOV= 50 cm × 50 cm, flip angle= 40◦,
slice thickness= 10 mm, bandwidth= 325.5 Hz/px). A
cylindrical phantom (with a diameter of 30 cm and a
depth of 40 cm) consisting of demineralized water, “super
stuff” (TX-151), a hydrophilic organic polymer solidifying
powder, and NaCl, to mimick the electrical properties of
human tissue was used, for details see Reference 10. The
phantom temperature started at 20◦C and 400 W heating
was performed for 25 min. This was repeated twice to show
repeatability. Within the phantom, temperature sensors
were placed which served as a reference measurement for
the MR-based temperature maps. The mean MR temper-
ature and standard deviation at the sensors’ tips was esti-
mated within a region of interest with the size of 8 voxels.

2.6 Volunteers

Single echo datasets were acquired in the pelvic region
of four volunteers at constant temperature (three
male, one female) adhering to local ethics regulations
(TE/TR= 15 ms/21 ms, 20 slices, matrix size= 128 × 160,
FOV= 50 cm × 50 cm, flip angle= 14◦, slice thick-
ness= 10 mm). As no temperature change was expected,
the conductivity bias did not need to be considered, and

thus, a double echo acquisition scheme was not required.
Between the acquisition of the reference baseline scan and
the second scan for calculating the temperature difference
map we waited for 30 min. Any temperature change would
result purely from motion-induced susceptibility artifacts.

2.7 Patients

Patient treatment scans were performed with the approval
of the respective local ethics board at two hospitals with
specialization on the treatment of cervical tumors and
sarcoma patients, respectively. The cervical tumor was
treated with the aforementioned BSD2000-3D Sigma Eye
applicator inside a 1.5T GE system. One patient with a
sarcoma, and one with a seroma after surgical removal
of the sarcoma in the thigh, were treated with a Sigma
Eye MR Universal inside a 1.5T Philips system. Tempera-
ture probes were inserted within catheters into the tumor.
Every 5 or 10 min the temperature probe was retracted
and reinserted within the catheter to map the temper-
ature distribution along the catheter. Another sarcoma
patient was treated using a single-leg applicator (Sigma
30 MR) and no invasive temperature probe was inserted
into the tumor. A DEGRE acquisition corrected for the
conductivity bias. In the GE system the echo times were
set to TE= [4.8, 19.1]ms, and TE= [4.60, 18.41]ms in the
Philips scanner, respectively. Other sequence parameters
were identical to the ones used for the phantom heat-
ing experiment. The total RF-HT treatment duration was
about 90 min with an initial ramp-up time of 30 min
and subsequent maintenance of the temperature of about
60 min. Depending on the scanning protocol, DEGRE
scans were acquired. A detailed summary of the patient
treatment scans is given in Table 1.

2.8 L1 versus L2 norm

To compare the presently adopted 𝓁1 data consistency
term to the previously proposed 𝓁2-based TFI,31 both
approaches were applied and compared with each other
in two of the volunteer scans at constant temperature,
one treatment of a sarcoma, and a treatment of a cervical
tumor.

2.9 Cumulative distribution function
analysis

For the detailed analysis of the error distribution for cases
where no or small temperature changes are expected, the
cumulative distribution function can serve as the cumula-
tive error and can be calculated as
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T A B L E 1 Overview on mild radiofrequency hyperthermia treatment details on patient data. One cervix cancer patient, two sarcoma
patients and one seroma patient were included in this paper. Three out of four patients had a temperature probe placed inside the tumor
that was matched with MR thermometry data. The retraction frequency describes how frequently the temperature probe was retracted and
reinserted in order to map a one-dimensional temperature distribution. The respective echo times for the double echo gradient echo
sequence are also given.

Tumor type Applicator MR system

Probes +
retraction
frequency

TE1∕TE2

(ms)

Cervical tumor Figure 6 BSD2000-3D
Sigma Eye applicator

1.5 T GE
Discovery MR450w

1 (tumor)
every 10 min

4.8∕19.1

Seroma Figure 7 BSD2000-3D
Universal applicator

1.5 T Philips
Ingenia

1 (tumor)
every 5 min

4.6∕18.41

Sarcoma Figure 8 BSD2000-3D
Universal applicator

1.5 T Philips
Ingenia

1 (tumor)
every 5 min

4.6∕18.41

Sarcoma Supporting Information
Figure S1

Sigma 30 MR
Single leg applicator

1.5 T Philips
Ingenia

none 4.6∕18.41

cdf(ΔT) = 1
N

N∑
i=0

n(ΔTi), n(ΔTi) =

{
1, ΔTi ≤ ΔT
0, else

,

where N is the number of voxels and ΔTi the estimated
temperature at voxel i.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Simulations

The comparison of the three aforementioned susceptibil-
ity artifact correction methods in a numerical simulation
revealed that all three methods can eliminate both the
linear phase as well as the dipole, while preserving the
simulated Gaussian heat distribution (Figure 1). The LBV
method led to the least cumulative error and performed
best. PDF and TFI performed similarly, as seen in the
cumulative error plot and the cross-sectional slice. How-
ever, TFI performed best close to the air inclusion in the
center while LBV eroded valuable pixel information, PDF
showed residual artifacts at the air–water interface. How-
ever, the TFI-corrected map showed diagonal streaks of
over-estimated temperatures originating from the simu-
lated heating spot.

3.2 Phantom measurements

Temperature difference maps of the phantom heating
experiment are shown in Figure 2. In addition, the local
temperature estimation around two temperature sensor
tips are plotted against the reference temperature probe

F I G U R E 1 Results of temperature mapping in numerical
simulations. The simulated phase included a Gaussian-shaped
temperature change, as well as a dipole field caused by a moving air
inclusion within surrounding water, and a first-order B0-drift. The
second row illustrates the corrected temperature difference maps,
where B0-drift and the susceptibility artifact have been removed, but
the temperature was preserved. The Laplacian boundary value-based
temperature map showed the least residual artifacts at the cost of a
reduced region-of-interest, especially around the air inclusion in the
center. Projection onto dipole fields and total field inversion (TFI)
performed similarly, while the TFI-based temperature map showed
less artifacts especially at the air–water interface in the center of the
field of view. However, streaking could be observed for TFI. On the
top right, the cumulative error is plotted for all cases.

data in Figure 3. In the beginning, as observed in the
temperature maps, PDF overestimated the background
field effect, which is particularly prominent at the bor-
der of the phantom (arrow). This was also reflected in
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F I G U R E 2 Results of temperature
mapping in a gel phantom heating
experiment. In general, all methods showed
the highest temperature in the center of the
phantom which was the selected target area
for the heating microwaves. However, before
correction, the temperature map was
heterogeneous and showed unphysical
negative temperature values, while the
projection onto dipole fields-corrected
temperature map showed decreased
temperature values at air/phantom interfaces
(arrow). Laplacian boundary value and total
field inversion correction performed similarly
and yielded homogeneous temperature maps.

F I G U R E 3 Correlation between
sensors and MR temperature in the phantom
depicted in Figure 2. Sensors 1 and 2 refer to
the sensor position indicated in the
magnitude image in Figure 2. A root mean
square error analysis between MR
temperature and sensor data yielded 0.61,
0.81, 0.69, 0.68 for Laplacian boundary
value, the projection onto dipole fields
method, total field inversion, and the B0-drift
corrected data in sensor 1, respectively, and
1.31, 0.59, 0.82, 0.88 in sensor 2. As seen, MR
temperature mapping with susceptibility
correction or B0-drift correction was able to
follow the trend of an increasing temperature
for the phantom heating experiment.

the sensor matching data, where PDF-corrected MR data
predominantly underestimated the temperature increase
(Figure 2). At the same time, TFI underestimated the
temperature, however, it followed the probe data more
closely. At early time points, the LBV-corrected temper-
ature was underestimated in reference to the probe data
while overestimating at later timepoints. A RMSE anal-
ysis between MR data and probe data yielded 0.61, 0.81,
0.69, 0.68 for LBV, PDF, TFI, and the B0-drift corrected
data in sensor 1, respectively, and 1.31, 0.59, 0.82, 0.88
in sensor 2. It is to be noted, that the small RMSE dif-
ferences between the methods remain difficult to inter-
pret due to both a high spatial temperature distribution
gradient and a residual uncertainty of the exact probe
location. Yet, the phantom measurement has proven that
all three methods successfully removed the B0-drift effect
while largely preserving the temperature-induced phase
change, as the maps were in good agreement with the
sensor probe data. However, when calculating the stan-
dard deviation inside the region of interest around the
sensor probe, a smaller value could be observed for the
BFR and TFI-corrected maps compared to the B0-corrected

maps, which can be explained by a subvoxel sinking of
the phantom during the heating experiment and creation
of small local dipoles that were corrected by both BFR
and TFI.25

3.3 Volunteers

The temperature difference maps of four volunteers at con-
stant temperature showed strong susceptibility artifacts
before correction (Figure 4). The artifacts were signifi-
cantly reduced in the LBV- and PDF-corrected maps, but
residual artifacts, especially in the water bolus at the poste-
rior part of the image were visible. TFI was able to further
reduce these artifacts and performs best in terms of cumu-
lative error in all four volunteers (Figure 5). Furthermore,
the TFI-corrected maps contained less noise. The charac-
teristic of noise can best be assessed in the cumulative error
plots, in which TFI showed the smallest interval between
the 5 and 95 percentile for all subjects. The LBV-corrected
maps showed a reduced remaining ROI due to the inherent
need for erosion.
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F I G U R E 4 Results of temperature
mapping in four volunteers at constant
temperature. The temperature maps before
correction showed strong bowel
motion-induced susceptibility artifacts.
While in subjects 2–4 residual artifacts
remained especially in the posterior region,
the total field inversion method was able to
remove them.

F I G U R E 5 The cumulative error plots
were calculated including all pixels within a
common foreground mask. The plots
indicate that total field inversion results in
the least residual phase error in all four
volunteer datasets. For subjects 3 and 4, the
projection onto dipole fields and Laplacian
boundary value (LBV) method performed
similarly and are thus displayed on top of
each other. In contrast to the cumulative
error plot from the simulated data (Figure 1),
LBV was here more vulnerable to noise.
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F I G U R E 6 Results of temperature mapping for a cervical cancer patient during mild radiofrequency hyperthermia of the tumor. In the
uncorrected temperature map strong susceptibility artifacts close to the intestines can be observed, caused by inter-scan gas motion. After
correction the residual phase errors were reduced (arrows). However, the Laplacian boundary value (LBV) method was challenged with the
removal of the error and dipole phase propagates into the surrounding tissue. While projection onto dipole fields could further reduce the
range of the phase error it was minimal in the total field inversion-corrected map. Furthermore, the LBV method resulted in the loss of
valuable pixels. The comparison of the corrected temperature with a sensor illustrates how severe the susceptibility artifacts were in the
uncorrected DEGRE.

3.4 Patients

The performance of the methods was evaluated for a
mild RF-HT treatment of a patient with cervical can-
cer (Figure 6). Before susceptibility artifact correction,
motion-induced temperature errors led to dipole-shaped
artifacts amounting to more than 130◦C and below −80◦C
locally. LBV could reduce the susceptibility artifacts at the
cost of eroding pixel layers. PDF and TFI preserved the
pixel information close to the air tissue interface, while TFI
showed the smallest residual dipole artifact (arrow). Par-
ticularly noteworthy is that due to the spatial extension of
the susceptibility artifact it propagated inside the silicone
reference tubes. Hence, B0-drift correction using the signal
inside the reference tubes was not possible.

The temperature mapping results of the treatment of
a patient with a seroma in the right thigh are shown in
Figure 7. B0-drift correction, LBV, PDF, and TFI yielded
apparent sufficiently corrected temperature change maps
and followed the trend of temperature increase over time
compared to a temperature sensor inside the sarcoma.
However, the coronal and sagittal view revealed two sus-
ceptibility artifacts (arrows) in proximity to the tumor
and thus influencing temperature mapping accuracy. The
dipole visible in the head direction of the FOV originated
from bowel motion including gas and the dipole visible
in the anterior part of the image in the sagittal views
was introduced by a moving gas bubble inside the water
bolus. In case of the LBV method, the axial and sagit-
tal view revealed the estimation of unrealistic negative

temperature values in the water bolus. PDF and TFI appear
to remove all susceptibility artifacts and yielded a simi-
lar temperature map. On the right-hand side of Figure 7
the mean temperature is calculated over the tumor mask
delineated with black lines in the views for the B0-drift
corrected maps. When correlating the mean temperature
estimated via MR with the temperature sensor inside
the tumor over time, the B0-drift correction, PDF, and
LBV yielded unstable results across time points, while the
TFI-corrected temperature map followed the temperature
sensor most accurately and robustly. A mean difference
analysis of the the MR-based temperature with the sensor
yielded −0.01◦C for B0-drift correction, −0.11◦C for LBV,
−0.21◦C for PDF, and−0.40◦C for TFI, while a RMSE anal-
ysis yielded 0.71◦C for B0-drift correction, 0.56◦C for LBV,
0.57◦C for PDF, and 0.49◦C for TFI.

Figure 8 shows the temperature mapping results of
the last time point of a patient with a sarcoma in the left
thigh. B0-drift correction, LBV and PDF were challenged
in this subject and show a poor correlation with the tem-
perature sensor. However, the TFI-corrected data is in good
agreement with the temperature sensor. A mean differ-
ence analysis of the MR-based temperature with the sensor
yielded 0.42◦C for B0-drift correction, −3.41◦C for LBV,
−3.57◦C for PDF, and 0.09◦C for TFI while a root mean
square error analysis yielded 1.61◦C for B0-drift correction,
3.80◦C for LBV, 4.05◦C for PDF, and 0.21◦C for TFI.

The significance of correcting for susceptibility arti-
facts also for regions distant to the intestines becomes
apparent in another mild RF-HT of a sarcoma in the left
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F I G U R E 7 Temperature change maps derived from the last time point of a mild radiofrequency hyperthermia in a seroma patient after
different correction schemes are shown on the left. The black line in the first column depicts the contours of the tumor in the right thigh. In
the B0-drift corrected temperature maps, a susceptibility artifact could be observed in the coronal and sagittal view (arrows). This
susceptibility artifact was successfully removed in Laplacian boundary value (LBV)-, projection onto dipole fields (PDF)-, and total field
inversion (TFI)-based maps. However, negative temperature value could be observed in the water bolus in the LBV-corrected maps. In the
correlation between a temperature sensor within the seroma and the mean temperature in the tumor estimated by the different methods, the
B0-drift, LBV, and PDF corrected temperature values showed strong fluctuations and outliers between time points while the trend of
temperature increase was picked up. Only the TFI-based temperature map correlated continuously across time points.

F I G U R E 8 Temperature change maps derived from the last time point of a mild radiofrequency hyperthermia (RF-HT) targeting a
sarcoma in the left thigh are shown. The contour of the tumor is depicted in the first column, on the B0-drift corrected maps. The B0-drift
corrected map showed a residual first order variation in the right-left direction, while projection onto dipole fields (PDF) and especially
Laplacian boundary value (LBV) showed predominantly negative temperature values in the entire FOV. Total field inversion (TFI) correction
yielded consistently positive temperature values. The same was reflected in the probe matching evaluation on the right that reflect the
temperature evolution over the time of the entire mild RF-HT. The mean temperature inside the tumor estimated with MR was compared to
a reference temperature sensor using the mean value from signal inside the tumor region. In the correlation with a temperature sensor in the
thigh, B0-drift, LBV, and PDF correction showed heterogeneous values across time points, while TFI-corrected temperature points were in
good agreement with the sensor.

thigh (Supporting Information Figure S1). The B0-drift cor-
rection using the silicon reference tube signal failed to
remove the first-order drift visualized in the axial view
(arrow), as the susceptibility effects dominated the sig-
nal. Furthermore, strong susceptibility artifacts could be
observed in the sagittal plane (arrows), originating from

gas motion in the anterior part of the water bolus. LBV,
PDF, and TFI successfully removed both the B0-drift and
the susceptibility artifacts. However, one susceptibility
artifact remained across all method revealed in the coronal
plane at the hollow of the knee (arrows). Furthermore, the
PDF method yielded negative temperature at the air-bolus
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F I G U R E 9 Results of temperature
mapping in two volunteers (first two columns)
and two patients (last two columns). Magnitude
images (first row), corrected temperature maps
based on the total field inversion method with an
𝓁2-based data consistency term (second row),
and a 𝓁1-based data-consistency term (last row),
are shown. In subject 1, the 𝓁1-based method was
able to reduce the noise artifacts. In subject 2, the
𝓁1-based method reduced the noise artifacts as
well as artifact in the posterior of the field of view
(arrow). In subject 3, the 𝓁1-based method
yielded positive temperature values within the
right leg (arrow), while the 𝓁2-based map showed
negative values. In subject 4, both methods
performed similarly.

interface (axial view arrows), while TFI yielded the most
homogeneous temperature map.

3.5 L1 versus L2 norm

Figure 9 compares the performance of a 𝓁2 and the
presently employed 𝓁1 data consistency term in the TFI
cost function equation (1). In subjects 1 and 2 the 𝓁1
TFI reduced the background noise. In subject 2 the 𝓁1
TFI reduced the artifact in the posterior region almost
to noise level (arrow). In subject 3, the 𝓁2 TFI-corrected
temperature map showed nonphysical negative tempera-
ture values, which are estimated to be positive in the 𝓁1
TFI-corrected map (arrow). In subject 4 the two methods
yielded almost the same temperature map.

4 DISCUSSION

TFI-correction of MR thermometry data hampered by
motion-induced susceptibility artifacts were superior to
conventional B0-drift corrected temperature maps and out-
performed the recently proposed susceptibility artifact cor-
rection methods LBV and PDF in all examined data sets,
except for the simulation data, where LBV revealed the
least cumulative error after correction.

A TFI algorithm with a 𝓁1 norm data consistency
term was proposed as it has proven to be more robust
against phase inconsistencies and to perform better in
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions in the domain
of susceptibility mapping.41 Furthermore, the proposed
𝓁1-based TFI algorithm was proven to perform more
robustly in the presence of noise, as seen in the phan-
tom and volunteer measurements and is thus in agreement
with susceptibility mapping literature. This is advanta-
geous in the context of mild RF hyperthermia treatments,
as the heating device precludes the use of MR receive coils

other than the body coil and thus suffers from low SNR. In
contrast to LBV, TFI-corrected maps preserved all pixels.
This is particularly useful in tumors that are located next
to intestinal gas, and thus at the edge of the foreground
mask, as it is the case for cervical or rectal cancer. Further-
more, TFI is known to be robust against the selection of a
foreground mask33 and enables a robust automatic mask
generation based on a magnitude threshold across sub-
jects and anatomies. The PDF method also preserves all
pixels, however, it can suffer from its tendency to overfit,
especially at air-tissue interfaces.

A B0-drift with a spatial distribution following a first
order polynomial is robustly removed using the proposed
methods, as seen in the simulated data, the volunteer,
and the pelvic tumor treatment. However, we observed a
temperature rise following a spatially first-order polyno-
mial for the phantom measurement and a spatially zeroth
order polynomial (i.e., a constant temperature offset) for
the patient heating data in the leg. To discern the con-
tribution of temperature and the contribution of B0-drift,
we could use the signal within the silicon reference tubes
(Supporting Information figure S1 in Reference 25). It is
important to note that in presence of large susceptibility
artifacts it becomes impossible to correct for B0-drift by
using the signal inside the reference tubes, which was the
case both for the presented volunteer and patient scans in
the pelvis. As the dipole-shaped artifact propagated to the
reference tubes, fitting a first-order polynomial to only the
reference tubes worsened the phase error. It is to be noted
that a more efficient cooling during the cervical tumor
treatment (water of around 20◦C was used in compari-
son to 33◦C in the sarcoma treatment) likely prevented a
zeroth-order temperature rise in the data. B0-drift correc-
tion methods for MR thermometry were proposed recently
by acquiring additional FIDs16 or using nuclear MR field
probes.15 In the absence of susceptibility change-induced
dipole fields, both BFR and TFI can also remove a
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spatially first-order B0-drift, rendering aforementioned
methods obsolete. Furthermore, the aforementioned
methods would falsely identify the susceptibility
change-induced dipole fields as B0-drift, and a wrong field
model would be applied, as neither the coil sensitivity
profiles, in case of the FID acquisitions, nor the spherical
harmonics functions, in case of the field probe approach,
represent the dipolar field change correctly. The slow
temperature increase during mild RF-HT allows for a low
temporal resolution of the MR sequence, compared to MR
monitoring sequences during ablation therapies. Thus,
a large volume can be covered during imaging. This is
needed to detect unintended hot-spots outside of the heat-
ing target. Moreover, it provides the phase distribution
in 3D that is necessary to remove the susceptibility arti-
facts with high accuracy. Removing susceptibility artifacts
from 2D data had been shown using PDF during ablation
therapy, but is less robust.17

Crucial to PRFS-based MR thermometry that uses
phase information are correctly represented phase maps.
Influences from breathing-induced B0 fluctuations in the
pelvis were excluded in a previous study that showed the
stabilizing effect of the water bolus on the phase signal.25

This is partly explained by the restricting effects of the
water bolus on respiratory motion, but mainly with the
absence of susceptibility distribution changes: In absence
of a surrounding water bolus, breathing would imply peri-
odic susceptibility distribution change of tissue with air,
causing periodic field perturbations. In the presence of the
water bolus, tissue moves within the water bolus, leading
to much smaller susceptibility distribution changes with
time and thus the elimination of B0-fluctuation inside the
pelvis.

Certain limitations remain: GPU with at least 6GiB of
RAM is needed for the processing to finish in a reason-
able time frame. The processing of one time point took
around 13, 6, and 25 s for TFI, PDF, and LBV, respectively,
while only TFI and PDF used the GPU. Furthermore,
intra-scan motion artifacts originating from bulk motion
and intestinal gas motion affect image quality. These scans
can be seen as outliers in the temperature quantification
maps and need to be discarded or repeated. Inter-scan
bulk motion occurs as neither the pelvis nor the legs are
externally fixed. This leads to misalignment of the current
phase map with the reference map. It was not observed in
the datasets we presented in this paper, but can be solved
by using the image after bulk motion as the reference
for subsequent images and performing nonrigid image
registration of the temperature maps as suggested in Refer-
ence 42. In our study, we did not optimize the MR sequence
details for speed or temperature-to-noise ratio,10 but
evaluated data obtained with clinically established stan-
dard sequences.

5 CONCLUSION

Susceptibility artifacts hamper MR temperature estima-
tion during mild RF-HT in the pelvis and the legs due
to motion of gas, inside the bowel due to digestion, or
inside the cooling water bolus. These susceptibility dis-
tribution changes superimpose the temperature-induced
phase change of 0.01 ppm/◦C. LBV, PDF, and TFI success-
fully remove susceptibility artifacts while preserving the
temperature-induced phase change, as seen in the simu-
lation and the phantom heating experiment. For in vivo
data however, TFI performed more robustly. In contrast
to the PDF algorithm, TFI did not show the tendency
to overestimate the background field contribution, and
in contrast to the LBV method, TFI preserved all pixels,
which was expected. Apart from the simulated dataset, TFI
consistently outperformed both BFR methods. It resulted
in the least cumulative error for the volunteer scans, and
matched best to the reference temperature probe for all
three patient treatments with a temperature sensor. TFI
can thus be used for gaining accurate temperature maps
during mild RF-HT treatments.
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Figure S1 Temperature change maps of the last time
point of a patient treatment targeting a sarcoma using a

single-leg applicator. The B0-drift corrected map shows a
residual first-order temperature change in AP direction
and strong susceptibility artifacts at the anterior edge of
the image originating from moving air inside the water
bolus (see arrow in sagittal view). Laplacian boundary
value (LBV)-, projection onto dipole fields (PDF)-, and
total field inversion (TFI)-corrected maps show no B0-drift
artifact and removed the susceptibility artifacts in the ante-
rior part of the image. However, some smaller residual
dipole artifacts remain after correction (arrows in the coro-
nal view) in all correction schemes. Again, an overestima-
tion of the background field can be observed for PDF at
the edge of the field of view (arrows in the axial view). The
LBV-corrected maps also led to large areas with a negative
temperature inside the water bolus and the fat.
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